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Three major sources of fiscal stress
•Slow tax revenue growth
•Pension contribution growth, heavily 
concentrated in a few states

•Medicaid spending growth, driven 
primarily by recession-related enrollment

Reshaping finances: States, dealing with 
strained resources & requirements for
“mandatory” spending (pensions, 
Medicaid), are doing less of other things.
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When the economy catches a cold, state 
budgets get the flu
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Tax revenue recovery slower than past 
recoveries
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State taxes, adjusted for inflation and pop. growth, 
still below pre-recession in many states
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PA employment underperforming US
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PA tax recovery underperforming US
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Real Medicaid expenditures up $37b (23%) since 
2008, driven by recession-related enrollment. Real 
per-capita up in almost all states.
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Very little progress on pensions despite large 
contribution increases. Some states esp. affected
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PA S&L govts pension contribution $2.7b greater in 
2014 than 2007, 5th-largest real per-capita increase
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Pensions+Medicaid outgrew S&L taxes in 37 states, 
2007 to 2014. Not much $ avail. for other priorities.
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States are reshaping
finances in response
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Net investment (much of it infrastructure) down 
~50% since 2009
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Gross SLG investment down in most categories 
since 2009, especially educ. buildings, public safety
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Real per capita capital expenditures (much of it 
infrastructure) down in almost all states
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S&L Govt employment down 1/2 million jobs since 
2009, down in major functional areas
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S&L Govt employment down 1/2 million jobs since 
2009, down in many states
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Outlook & conclusions
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• Many states face fiscal stresses discussed here. Plus 
additional pressures in oil/coal states.

• PA among the most stressed – along with KS, IL, CT, NJ, 
and oil/coal states. Pensions a major driver in non-oil 
states.

• Most sources of stress are likely to continue for several 
years or more. Pension stresses may worsen.

• There will be some tax increases, but voter/politician 
willingness to support higher taxes is much less than in 
several past stressful periods. Perhaps a reaction to 
stagnant incomes.

• Most state budgets: hard choices, continued downward 
pressure on spending, occasional restorations.
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